DAKOTA

DAKOTA
Great flexibility
The simple construction of Dakota
gives you unlimited ways to combine
your own designed shelf.
It can follow you through your whole
life, from the children’s room to your
first apartment and later family living
and the mature living.

Design by Rutger Andersson
The well-known and experienced
designer and product developer
Rutger Andersson is excellent at
“less is more”. His touch makes any
product live up to its full potential.
In his portfolio you will find many
successful designs. Dakota is just
one of them.

Easy to assemble
Shelves, doors and drawers are
easily placed on the side. It is easy
to supplement with door inserts or
drawers afterwards. Or move your
parts if you want to change the look.

Scandinavian design
With timeless Scandinavian design
and flexibility in mind, Rutger
Andersson has created Dakota.
The soft-closing doors and drawers
both have beautiful, rounded
edges and a gently milling behind
the handles. Sides and handles in
matte black metal gives the shelves
contrast.

TENZO COLOUR NO.
008 CREAM WHITE

MATERIAL
Lacquered mdf and chipboard. Metal leg and handle.

824 BLACK MATTE
FSC®-certified
products

DAKOTA
8300 Side High 1-p

W:2,5 x D:34 x H:204 cm

DESIGN BY:
Rutger Andersson

8304 Side High 2-p

W:2,5 x D:34 x H:204 cm

824 - Black

8307 Shelves 3-p

W:82 x D:30,5 x H:2 cm

008 - Cream

824 - Black

8308 Shelves 6-p

W:82 x D:30,5 x H:2 cm

008 - Cream

COMBINATIONS TO INSPIRE YOU
Build your shelf in a few easy steps!
1. Choose side: high, low or a combination.
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8305 Side Low 1-p
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8306 Side Low 2-p

W:2,5 x D:34 x H:97 cm

W:2,5 x D:34 x H:97 cm

824 - Black

8309 Door insert 2-p

W:80,5 x D:33,5 x H:36 cm

008 - Cream

824 - Black

8310 Drawer insert 1-p

W:80,5 x D:33,5 x H:36 cm

8315 Workstation 1-p

W:80,5 x D:65 x H:5 cm

008 - Cream

008 - Cream

2. Choose shelves, door inserts and drawers. Combine as you wish.
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DAKOTA
SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN AND FUNCTION IN PERFECT HARMONY
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With timeless Scandinavian design and flexibility in mind, Rutger Andersson has created Dakota.
The shelves can easily be modified based on your current needs and adjusted and expanded over
time. With both high and low sides, shelves, door and drawer inserts the options are almost infinite.
Dakota can follow you through your whole life, from the children’s room to your first apartment and
later on family living and the mature living.
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